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Monday, February 26th
Prepare pages 46-47 (student’s book)

Tuesday, February 27th
Replace that with who or which


A soldier is someone that works in the army. - A soldier is
someone _______________works in the army.



A student is a person that goes to school. - A student is a
person_______________ goes to school.



An ostrich is a bird that cannot
bird ________________ cannot fly.



A cook is someone that makes meals at a restaurant. - A cook is
someone __________________makes meals at a restaurant.



A tire is a thing that you can find on a wheel. - A tire is a
thing ______________you can find on a wheel.



A stick is a piece of wood that is long and thing. - A stick is a piece of
wood _____________is long and thing.

fly.

-

An

ostrich

is

a

Wednesday, February 28th
If is necessary, complete the sentences using that
1- I've borrowed the book ___________ you recommended.
2- The man ____________you see in the street is my new neighbor.
3- Would you recognize the person _____________stopped you?
I've brought something ______________would interest you.
4- We saw someone ____________ looks like you.
5- The picture __________she has just finished is unique.
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Thursday, March 1st
Remember:
Defining relative clauses specify a noun or pronoun in the main clause
and are necessary if we want to understand the meaning of a sentence.
We do not write them with commas. Example, I saw the girl who was
outside our house. (If we omit who, it is not clear what girl we are
talking about).
Non-defining relative clauses only describe a preceding noun or
pronoun (add some information about them), but do not specify them.
They must be written with commas. Example, My father, who is 65 now,
still work.
-

Rewrite the complete sentences with who or which. Use commas if
necessary.

Example: My boyfriend is 22 now comes from York. - My boyfriend, who is 22
now, comes from York
Our house is pretty old has 3
bedrooms.
A waiter is someone works in a
restaurant.
The girl you saw at the disco was
Susan.
My wife was unemployed has a new
job.
Your map was very helpful is on the
table
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